
 

1. Change to Repeat Policy-Report to the Senate April 13, 2018 from Nigel Marriner, Registrar 
a. Administrative Challenges 

1. Transcript Processing 
a. Manual Work  

i. There is no way, at the transfer credit entry position, to know 
whether the student has already taken course 

ii. Would result, for a period of time, in double credit and no change 
to the student’s GPA 

2. This process is predicated on student getting pre- approval 
a. We already have Off Campus Study forms that students should have completed 

before going somewhere else but 50% of them do it after the fact (Average 145 
Off Campus Study forms per year) 

i. This process would likely get similar results. 
3. Additional Manual Oversight for students already at the transfer maximums 

a. What courses need to be swapped from the record 
 

ii. All or nothing as it relates to TR grade 
1. Transfer courses don’t have grades attached to them in Banner (all have TR) 
2. System set so that transfer work cannot be repeated in registration 
3. Would require configuration change that would also allow students to repeat 

transfer courses where they earned a “C” or higher  
 

b. Perceptions 
i. Missing “Include” grade on transcript 

1. Institutions typically have a way to indicate both the included and excluded 
courses on the transcript 

 
c. Philosophy of removing local grade  

i. Allows students to fix transcript grade 
ii. Seems highly irregular 

1. “Selective Clemency without the waiting period” 
iii. If our students take the repeated course elsewhere, is there any concern that they 

would be ready for the higher-level courses that may have built off those earlier 
courses? 

iv. Is there any guidance from MiddleStates on this approach? 
1. A handful of SUNY schools allow something similar, especially where the 

transferred grade must be above a “C” 
d. Revenue 

i. Loss of revenue from repeated courses 
1. Majority of repeated courses are taken in J-term or summer (37 in J-term and 

183 in Summer 2017) 
a. This makes it easier for students to take courses elsewhere 

Consideration for an appeal process that we could use as a pilot project?  This would allow us to better 
understand the implications and problems that might arise leading up to implementation. 


